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Our client is both a mobile app and a community that allows peoplein cities across Europe to
instantly find a ride with friendly neighbors driving their own cars. We are pioneers of the
sharing economy and have built start-ups such as Airbnb and Foursquare in Europe before.

  

Headquartered in Hamburg, Germany, our ambition is to create a more affordable and more
human transportation alternative in cities across Europe. WunderCar is backed by leading
investors from Germany, France and the UK.

  

We are looking for someone who has a strong experience developing mobile backend services
and is passionate about his work.

  

      

  

Your tasks:

  

Design core, backend software components

  

Build the core of WunderCar
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Work closely with our product and mobile teams

  

Work closely with operations and infrastructure to build and scale back-end services

  

  

Your Profile:

  

Excellent coding skills in Ruby

  

B.S. or M.S. Computer Science or 3+ years in relevant work experience

  

3+ years of object-oriented software development experience

  

Experience of the full web technology stack and proficiency creating applications in Rails or
Sinatra

  

Confidence working with and developing RESTful APIs

  

Tremendous attention to detail and an ability to build reliable, scalable, and flexible software

  

Core web technologies: HTML, CSS, and JavaScript
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A scrappy, get it done attitude that completes high quality projects and tackles unforeseen
challenges

  

Work and play well with others; WunderCar is a collaborative environment

  

  

Bonus Points if you have ...

  

Github profile or link to open source work

  

Experience in Test Driven Development (TDD)

  

Experience in Agile Methodologies

  

What we offer:

  

Competitive Compensation

  

Stock Options

  

Hack Nights

  

Happy Hours
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Ping-Pong

  

Free Snacks

  

Video Games

  

  

You think this is the job for you? Send your CV and cover letter in English now to:
empleo@itechcareer.com

  

  

Thanks!

  

  

http://iTechCareer.com

  

- Las mejores Oportunidades de Empleo IT. –
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